Descriptive Cataloging Using RDA:
Exercise 6 – Creators and Contributors -- Answers

Exercise #6a: Determining Creator

Resource A

Montgomery County

an illustrated history

Carroll Swanson
Donna Hallquist
Denise Anderson
Ann Peterson

Red Oak -- Montgomery County Historical Society
Des Moines -- Iowa Historical Society
2010

Title page verso information: © 2010, 2011 printing
Other information: last numbered page = 212; includes photographs and other illustrations; includes bibliography on pages 201-204 and index on pages 205-212; height = 22½ cm

___ 100 $a Peterson, Ann.
comment: replace with authorized access point for Swanson

___ 100 $a Anderson, Denise.
comment: replace with authorized access point for Swanson

___ no 100 field
comment: provide authorized access point for Swanson

LC 100 $a Swanson, Carroll.

Resource B

NUTRITION AND DIABETES

by Dr. Logan Ramsey, Johns Hopkins University Hospital
and Linda Smits, Ph.D, University of Wisconsin

research assistance by Philip Gordon, Georgetown University
Second Edition

Johns Hopkins University Press

Title page verso information: Distributed by RN, Incorporated (Falls Church, Virginia), Copyright 2011
Other information: last numbered page = 323; includes charts, graphs, and other illustrations; a CD-ROM containing tables of statistics in pocket of back cover; height = 25 cm

LC 100 $a Ramsey, Logan.

___ 100 $a Smits, Linda.
comment: replace with authorized access point for Ramsey

___ 100 $a Gordon, Philip.
comment: replace with authorized access point for Ramsey

___ no 100 field
comment: add authorized access point for Ramsey
Resource C

Why Mosquitos Buzz in People’s Ears

a West African tale

retold by Verna Aardema
pictures by Leo and Diane Dillon

page opposite title page: The Dial Press, New York
front cover: Winner of the Caldecott Award
other information: 28 unnumbered pages; illustrations are in color; height = 28 cm

100 $a Dillon, Leo.
comment: replace with authorized access point for Aardema

LC 100 $a Aardema, Verna
no 100 field
comment: add authorized access point for Aardema

Resource D

Dag Hammarskjöld

MARKINGS

Translated from the Swedish by
Leif Sjöberg & W.H. Auden

New York: UN Press
2009

Series title page: Memoirs of Diplomats
volume 23
Title page verso information: 32nd printing, 2011; “Originally published in Swedish as Vägmärken, © Albert Bonniers Förlag AB 1963”
Other information: last numbered page = 221; height = 21½ cm

LC 100 $a Hammarskjöld, Dag.
100 $a Sjöberg, Leif.
comment: replace with authorized access point for Hammarskjöld
no 100 field
comment: add authorized access point for Hammarskjöld

= = = = = = = = =
Exercise #6b: Identifying Other Creators and Contributors

Resource A: “Montgomery County”

_____ three 700 fields for Hallquist, Anderson, and Peterson
  comment: acceptable but not required
_____ 700 field only for Hallquist
  comment: acceptable but not required
LC no 700 fields
_____ two 710 fields for the historical societies
  comment: acceptable but not required

Resource B: “Nutrition and diabetes”

LC no 700 fields
_____ 700 $a Smits, Linda.
  comment: acceptable but not required
_____ 700 $a Gordon, Philip.
  comment: acceptable but not required

Resource C: “Why Mosquitos Buzz in People’s Ears”

_____ no 700 fields
  comment: authorized access point required for first-named illustrator
_____ 700 $a Dillon, Leo.
  comment: must include $e “illustrator”
LC 700 $a Dillon, Leo, $e illustrator.
_____ 700 $a Dillon, Diane.
  comment: acceptable but must include $e, and a.a.p. for Leo Dillon is required
_____ 700 $a Dillon, Diane, $e illustrator.
  comment: acceptable but a.a.p. for Leo Dillon is required

Resource D: “Markings”

_____ 700 $a Sjöberg, Leif.
  comment: acceptable but not required
_____ 700 $a Hammarskjöld, Dag.
  comment: should be recorded as principal creator (i.e., 100)
_____ 700 $a Auden, W.H.
  comment: acceptable but not required
LC no 700 fields